Immunoglobulin diversification in DT40: a model for vertebrate DNA damage tolerance.
Studies of recombination in vertebrates have rather lagged behind those in yeast and bacteria in large part due to the relative genetic intractability of vertebrate model systems. Immunoglobulin diversification in the chicken cell line DT40 provides a powerful combination of a physiological recombination process coupled with facile genetic modification. The immunoglobulin variable regions of DT40 constitutively diversify by a combination of gene conversion, in which sequence changes are templated from one of a number of upstream pseudogenes or by non-templated point mutation. Both of these events are initiated by abasic sites in the variable region DNA generated following the targeted deamination of cytidine by activation induced deaminase. Recent work has shown that the two outcomes, gene conversion and somatic mutation, are likely to reflect alternate pathways for the processing of these abasic sites. In this review I will discuss the current data on avian Ig gene diversification and examine how the immunoglobulin loci of DT40 may provide a useful model system for studying the mechanisms and interactions of vertebrate recombination and pathways of DNA damage tolerance.